Courses listed below, separated by subject, are active as of the fall 2023 term. Courses can be updated three times per year, to coincide with the priority enrollment time period for upcoming terms.

COURSE DESIGNATIONS

Below you will find a short description of items included in course listings and course bubbles. For further information regarding course designations, consult your advisor or view the Requirements for Undergraduate Study (http://guide.wisc.edu/undergraduate/#requirementsforundergraduatesudytext). The mortarboard symbol (#) appears before the title of any course that fulfills one of the Communication Part A or Part B, Ethnic Studies, or Quantitative Reasoning Part A or Part B requirements.

Gen Ed
- Communication Part A: a course in communication skills at the college level, developing student abilities in writing and public speaking, for both exposition and argumentation.
- Communication Part B: a course involving substantial instruction in the four modes of literacy (that is, speaking, reading, writing, and listening), with emphasis on speaking and writing, either in the conventions of specific fields or in more advanced courses in communication.
- Quantitative Reasoning Part A: a Quantitative Reasoning Part A course is an introductory course in college-level mathematics, computer science, statistics or formal logic that prepares students for more advanced work in a disciplinary context.
- Quantitative Reasoning Part B: a Quantitative Reasoning Part B course builds on the tools of college-level mathematics, computer science, statistics or formal logic that are acquired by achieving the Quantitative Reasoning Part A learning outcomes. Quantitative Reasoning Part B courses may be offered at any level, provided that the material challenges students to think critically and apply quantitative skills to develop models, interpret data, draw conclusions, and solve problems within a disciplinary or interdisciplinary context.

Ethnic St
- Counts toward Ethnic Studies requirement: a course intended to increase understanding of the culture and contributions of persistently marginalized racial or ethnic groups in the United States, and to equip students to respond constructively to issues connected with our pluralistic society and global community.

Breadth
- Biological Science: a course concerning the systematic study of the structure, function, growth, origin, evolution, distribution, and taxonomy of living organisms. Courses with this designation may meet Biological Science requirements or the broader Natural Science breadth requirements.
- Humanities: employing analytical, critical, and interpretive methods, “Arts & Humanities” courses teach a wide array of skills necessary to understand and analyze past, present, and future of the world around us. These courses focus on exploring the human condition, using knowledge to build empathy and appreciation for the complexities of one’s own and other people’s perspectives.
- Literature: courses with “literature” designation focus on the reading and interpretation of texts in multiple genres, including fictional and nonfictional prose, poetry, and drama, from a range of cultures, in translation or in their original languages, irrespective of how they are presented. They teach skills of literary analysis while examining the relation between the texts and the cultures, historical periods, and ideas that produced them.
- Natural Science: a course characterized by the systematic study of the natural and physical world, and with the use of abstraction and logical reasoning. Biological Science and Physical Science courses are subsets of the Natural Science curriculum.
- Physical Science: a course involving the systematic study of objective information about the physical world, broadly defined, and include areas of study such as Astronomy, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Materials Science, and Earth Science (atmospheric science, oceanography). Courses with this designation may meet Physical Science requirements or the broader Natural Science breadth requirements.
- Social Science: a course which relies upon methods of data collection (either qualitative or quantitative), data analysis, or data interpretation that characterize factual, methodological, institutional, and theoretical inquiry into the systematic study of humans/groups and institutions/society.

Level
- Elementary: a course associated with predominantly introductory material, are usually open to all students (including first year students).
- Intermediate and Advanced: courses with sensible prerequisites to reflect a gradual mastery of material.

L&S Credit
- Counts as Liberal Arts and Science credit in L&S: a course which encourage students in one or more of the three “habits of the mind” of liberal arts education, as specified by the College of Letters and Science.
Honors Only Courses (H): a course reserved for students declared in an Honors program only, taught by a faculty member who is an expert in the subject-matter of the course. It is designed to challenge students to actively participate; hence, the course content is often shaped by student questions and interests. The enrollment system will automatically assign honors.

Honors Optional (%): a course open to both honors and non-honors students. The optional honors component of work is designed to facilitate in-depth, student-driven learning and enrich the student’s experience. The student is responsible for formally declaring their intention to complete an honors project when enrolling.

Grad 50% Counts toward 50% graduate coursework requirement: a course used in the Graduate School’s requirement that at least 50% of credits applied toward the student’s graduate program must be with courses designed for graduate work.

Work Workplace Experience Course: a course where workplace experience is linked to learning in an academic program. Courses must include intentional learning objectives related to the experience.

Foreign Language

First-semester language course: Course in a language other than English for students with no prior experience in the language. These courses are not retro-credit eligible.

Second-semester language course: Course in a language other than English that requires a Level 1 course a requisite. These courses are retro-credit eligible.

Third-semester language course: Course in a language other than English that requires a Level 2 course a requisite. These courses are retro-credit eligible.

Fourth-semester language course: Course in a language other than English that requires a Level 3 course a requisite. These courses are retro-credit eligible.

Fifth-semester and above language course. Course in a language other than English that requires a Level 4 or Level 5 course a requisite. These courses are retro-credit eligible.

COURSE REQUISITES

Requisites represent the academic preparation required to be successful in a course. They are enforced via the enrollment system, meaning a student who attempts to enroll in a course but lacks the requisite preparation will be prevented from enrolling in the course until the requisite has been met.

It is assumed that courses in progress at the time of enrollment will be completed successfully and thus fulfill a course requisite. Course administrators/departments may check the completion of these courses and may drop enrolled students who failed or dropped a requisite course and notify them accordingly.

There are occasions when a student may have the necessary preparation to be successful in a course, but this preparation is not easily identifiable in their student record. An example would be earned transfer credit that did not equate to a UW-Madison course that meets the spirit of the required course. You may ask the course instructor for permission to enroll in a course for which you do not meet the enforced requisite. Instructor permission will override any restrictions on enrollment the class might have.

WAYS TO FULFILL REQUISITES:

- UW-Madison Courses (p. 2)
- Testing Scores (p. 3)
- Transfer Equivalencies (p. 3)
- General Education (p. 3)
- Limitations on Enrollment/Audience (p. 3)
- Class Standing (p. 4)
- Consent of Instructor (p. 4)

UW-MADISON COURSES

Courses identified in requisites list the subject(s) and catalog number (example: MATH 221). If a course is cross-listed, you will recognize both Zoology and Biology as fulfilling the requirement; it does not matter which course you enrolled in.

Concurrent Enrollment

Concurrent enrollment means being enrolled in a course in the same term as the requisite course. There are three ways these can be written:

1. You may either have completed the requisite course in a prior term or be currently enrolled in it. (example: Course A, or concurrent enrollment). Example: HORT 335
2. You must be enrolled in the listed courses during the same term, every time the courses are offered (example: Course A requisite: Concurrent enrollment in Course B; Course B requisite: Concurrent enrollment in Course A). You will have to enroll in all courses at the same time otherwise you will not meet the requisite. Example: NURSING 726 & NURSING 728
3. One course requires concurrent enrollment but the other course does not. For example, if you enroll in a Course A with a requisite stating “Concurrent enrollment in Course B”, but Course B does not require you to be enrolled in Course A. In this situation, you must enroll in Course B first, then go back in and enroll in Course A. Example: MUS PERF 201 & MUS PERF 251

Minimum Credits in a Subject

Requisites may specify a certain number of credits in any given subject (example: 3 credits in HISTORY). This means you must have taken at least 3 credits in the HISTORY course array without specifying an individual course. If you take a course cross-listed
with HISTORY, but do not enroll in HISTORY, you will not meet the requisite. Example: HISTORY 200

Grades
In very limited situations, a minimum grade may be included associated with a requisite course (example: a grade of C in Course A). If you are a transfer student, you may need individual permission from the instructor to enroll in courses with this type of requisite. Example: NUTR SCI 431

TESTING SCORES
Advanced Placement (AP), International Baccalaureate (IB), and the College-Level Examination Program (CLEP)
These exam scores are converted into UW-Madison credit via equivalent courses. They do not display publicly in requisites. Due to the nature of the vast array of subject material there isn’t always a direct equivalent (exact match from the exam to a UW-Madison course), thus credit will show up on your record as a transfer equivalent (denoted by SUBJECT X##, example GEN ELCT X12). See the list of exams and their equivalent UW-Madison courses in the Placement and Credit by Exam (http://guide.wisc.edu/undergraduate/#placementandcreditbyexamtext) section of Guide.

UW-System/UW-Madison Placement Exam Scores and Departmental Placement Exams
The UW-System and UW-Madison provide placement exams in English, English as a Second Language (ESL), French, German, Math, Spanish and have direct equivalents to UW-Madison courses. Departments may also provide placement exams in other subject matter where a student may have acquired knowledge, skills, or competencies. Requisites use placement exam scores and use the language “or placement into [course].” Find more information about these exams and subsequent placement into UW-Madison courses in the Placement and Credit by Exam (http://guide.wisc.edu/undergraduate/#placementandcreditbyexamtext) section of Guide. Example: FRENCH 102

TRANSFER EQUIVALENCIES
If you are transferring to UW-Madison, their previous coursework will be converted to UW-Madison credit/courses. In most cases, you will see the equivalent UW-Madison course on your transcript, which can be used just like the courses above (p. 2). If there is not a direct equivalent (exact match from your previous institution to a UW-Madison course), you will receive credit in any given subject as a transfer equivalent (denoted by SUBJECT X##, example GEN ELCT X12).

In some situations, you may have acquired subject matter knowledge, but did not complete all the learning outcomes associated with UW-Madison general education attributes or designations. Transfer equivalency courses used in this situation provide a transfer credit equivalent to course content without the general education requirement fulfillment. These are included in requisites behind the scenes.

When requisites include a minimum letter grade, the transfer equivalency grade will factor in the requisite as a 2.000 GPA, regardless your grade from the previous institution.

List of standard UW-Madison equivalencies without general education attributes/designations

- **BIO SCI X52**: Included in requisites where BIOLOGY/BOTANY/ZOOLOGY 152 is used. This is the transfer equivalency for the bioscience content without fulfilling the Communications B requirement.
- **PSYCH X02**: Include in requisites where PSYCH 225 is used. This is the transfer equivalency without fulfilling the Communications B requirement.

GENERAL EDUCATION
Some courses utilize the satisfaction of a specific general education requirement as a requisite. These are written as:

- **Satisfied Communications A requirement**
  Example: COM ARTS 262
- **Satisfied Quantitative Reasoning (QR) A requirement**
  Example: C&E SOC/SOC 360
- **Satisfied Quantitative Reasoning (QR) B requirement**

To see more about general education requirements, see the Requirements for Undergraduate Degrees (http://guide.wisc.edu/undergraduate/#requirementsforundergraduatestudytext) in Guide.

LIMITATIONS ON ENROLLMENT/AUDIENCE
Some courses are designed for a specific audience. Requisites limit who can enroll in these courses.

Significant content overlap
When a course covers a significant portion of another course, a requisite will prevent you from earning credit in courses that are vastly similar. These requisites include statements such as “Not open to students with credit in [Course A],” which will prevent you from enrolling in a course where you already have mastered the subject matter. Example: CHEM 327

Honors
Courses may limit enrollment to students only in honors programs. Requisites for these courses will be written as:

- **Declared in an honors program** (this means any honors in the major, college honors, or honors research) Example: POLI SCI 182
- **Declared in [school or college] honors program** (this means any honors program within a specific school or college) Example: INTER-AG 288
- **Declared in [degree/major/program] honors in the major** (this means to a single, specific honors program)

Limiting by program
Courses can be designed for specific programs and will have requisites that specify who can enroll. You must be declared in one of these programs to enroll. Requisites will be written as:

- **Declared in [degree/major/program] Example: KINES 300**
- **Declared in [major/program] graduate program Example: CHEM/BIOMICHEM 704**
- **Declared in Capstone Certificate in [program] Example: M E 718**
- **Classified as Pre-[degree/major/program name] Example: CURRIC 319**
CLASS STANDING

Class standing is based on the number of credits you have earned, credits in progress at time of enrollment, and your academic career (undergraduate, graduate, pharmacy, medical, veterinary, law, or special).

Requisites using standing can be written in a variety of ways, depending on the audience. If the requisite is Sophomore standing, this includes sophomore, junior, senior, graduate/professional, or special career students. If the requisite is Sophomore standing only, only undergraduate students with 24-53 credits may enroll in the course.

Credits and Class Standing
- 0–23 credits: Freshman
- 24–53 credits: Sophomore
- 54–85 credits: Junior
- 86+ credits: Senior

Limits based on course catalog number
- Courses numbered 100-299 are open to undergraduates only. Graduate students may enroll, but the credits will not be reflected on their student record.
- Courses numbered 300–699 are open to undergraduate and graduate programs.
- Courses numbered 700 and above are open only to graduate/professional students.

CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR

Some courses may only enroll when you have consent of instructor. These courses usually are independent study, directed study, etc. or courses that require auditions, permission the fist time, or other unique situations that are subjective. This is written as “Consent of Instructor.” Example: DANCE 159

SYLLABUS

OVERVIEW

The following statements were created for inclusion in course syllabi. Instructors are strongly encouraged to reference, or include a link to, these statements in their individual course syllabi. This ensures that consistent institutional information is provided to all students.

SYLLABUS STATEMENTS

ACADEMIC CALENDAR & RELIGIOUS OBSERVANCES

Academic Calendar & Religious Observances (https://secfac.wisc.edu/academic-calendar/)

Establishment of the academic calendar for the University of Wisconsin-Madison falls within the authority of the faculty as set forth in Faculty Policies and Procedures (https://policy.wisc.edu/library/UW-801/#Pol801_1_20). Construction of the academic calendar is subject to various rules and laws prescribed by the Board of Regents, the Faculty Senate, State of Wisconsin and the federal government. For additional dates and deadlines for students, see the Office of the Registrar’s pages (https://registrar.wisc.edu/dates/). Students are responsible for notifying instructors within the first two weeks of classes about any need for flexibility due to religious observances (https://policy.wisc.edu/library/UW-880/).

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY STATEMENT

By virtue of enrollment, each student agrees to uphold the high academic standards of the University of Wisconsin-Madison; academic misconduct is behavior that negatively impacts the integrity of the institution. Cheating, fabrication, plagiarism, unauthorized collaboration, and helping others commit these previously listed acts are examples of misconduct which may result in disciplinary action. Examples of disciplinary sanctions (https://conduct.students.wisc.edu/academic-misconduct/) include, but are not limited to, failure on the assignment/course, written reprimand, disciplinary probation, suspension, or expulsion.

ACCOMMODATIONS FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES

The University of Wisconsin-Madison supports the right of all enrolled students to a full and equal educational opportunity. The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), Wisconsin State Statute (36.12), and UW-Madison policy (UW-855) (https://policy.wisc.edu/library/UW-855/) require the university to provide reasonable accommodations to students with disabilities to access and participate in its academic programs and educational services. Faculty and students share responsibility in the accommodation process. Students are expected to inform faculty of their need for instructional accommodations during the beginning of the semester, or as soon as possible after being approved for accommodations. Faculty will work either directly with the student or in coordination with the McBurney Center to provide reasonable instructional and course-related accommodations. Disability information, including instructional accommodations as part of a student’s educational record, is confidential and protected under FERPA. (See: McBurney Disability Resource Center (https://mcburney.wisc.edu/))

COURSE EVALUATIONS

Students will be provided with an opportunity to evaluate their enrolled courses and their learning experience. Most instructors use AEFSi a digital course evaluation (https://kb.wisc.edu/uwmad/81069/) survey tool. In most instances, students receive an official email two weeks prior to the end of the semester, notifying them that anonymous course evaluations are available. Student participation is an integral component of course development, and confidential feedback is important. UW-Madison strongly encourages student participation in course evaluations.

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION STATEMENT

Diversity (https://diversity.wisc.edu) is a source of strength, creativity, and innovation for UW-Madison. We value the contributions of each person and respect the profund ways their identity, culture, background, experience, status, abilities, and opinion enrich the university community. We commit ourselves to the pursuit of excellence in teaching, research, outreach, and diversity as inextricably linked goals. The University of Wisconsin-Madison fulfills its public mission by creating a welcoming and inclusive community for people from every background – people who as students, faculty, and staff serve Wisconsin and the world.

MENTAL HEALTH AND WELL-BEING STATEMENT

Students often experience stressors that can impact both their academic experience and personal well-being. These may include mental health concerns, substance misuse, sexual or relationship violence, family circumstances, campus climate, financial matters, among others.
Students are encouraged to learn about and utilize UW-Madison’s mental health services and/or other resources as needed. Visit uhs.wisc.edu or call University Health Services at (608) 265-5600 to learn more.

**PRIVACY OF STUDENT RECORDS & THE USE OF AUDIO RECORDED LECTURES STATEMENT**

View more information about FERPA (https://registrar.wisc.edu/ferpa-facstaff/).

Lecture materials and recordings for this course are protected intellectual property at UW-Madison. Students in courses may use the materials and recordings for their personal use related to participation in class. Students may also take notes solely for their personal use. If a lecture is not already recorded, students are not authorized to record lectures without permission unless they are considered by the university to be a qualified student with a disability who has an approved accommodation that includes recording. [Regent Policy Document 4-1] Students may not copy or have lecture materials and recordings outside of class, including posting on internet sites or selling to commercial entities, with the exception of sharing copies of personal notes as a notetaker through the McBurney Disability Resource Center. Students are otherwise prohibited from providing or selling their personal notes to anyone else or being paid for taking notes by any person or commercial firm without the instructor’s express written permission. Unauthorized use of these copyrighted lecture materials and recordings constitutes copyright infringement and may be addressed under the university’s policies, UWS Chapters 14 and 17, governing student academic and non-academic misconduct.

**STUDENTS’ RULES, RIGHTS & RESPONSIBILITIES**

Rights & Responsibilities (https://guide.wisc.edu/undergraduate/#rulesrightsandresponsibilities)

**TEACHING & LEARNING DATA TRANSPARENCY STATEMENT**

The privacy and security of faculty, staff and students’ personal information is a top priority for UW-Madison. The university carefully reviews and vets all campus-supported digital tools used to support teaching and learning, to help support success through learning analytics (https://teachlearn.provost.wisc.edu/learning-analytics/), and to enable proctoring capabilities. View the university’s full teaching and learning data transparency statement (https://teachlearn.provost.wisc.edu/teaching-and-learning-data-transparency-statement/).